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The Art ofHoward Schleeter
By Alexander Masley
a dispensable descriptive of Howard Schleeter's paintings. Seen singly or in a group-showing. any
objective evaluation of the paintings seems to require
the use of many adjectives except the one expressing great dimension and scope. Largeness is not lacking. Depth of meaning and
unity of effect are often profound. Intimate, however. seems to
apply more directly. The paintings create colorful settings in
which multifarious shapes shift in kaleidoscopic drama. These
invite the eye to further explore the minutiae of each framed
work. \Vith sensitive selection, free of inhibiting (lI:ademicism
that often functions as end rather than as means in the unfolding
phase of graphic expression, Schleeter marshals a vast array of
stimulating effects that play upon the strings of visual memory.
Meaning demands awareness of associatibn with previous experiences. Some of it has been distilled from the conscious world of
patterned order and gravity. Some of it has been snatched from
the conglomerate imagery floating in the formless abyss of the
unconscious. All of it ,is meaningful. Predictions of things to
come, sometimes the collateral of contemporary painting. are
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completely absent. So are flights of idealistic morality and philosophic beauty. Schleeter is a painter of sell-inner self. And any
exposure of that inner self is compact and candid.
Faith in the essential greamess of the integrity of self, even
though it may mean the denial of ma.terial security, is the creed
by which the. art of Schleeter has been created. If it has religious
roots, these were not appropriated from the imponderable religiosity of the region but were native to the artist himself. And
if such a creed places greater importance upon intrinsic values
than upon extrinsic ones, integrity demands its acceptance without pity or resentment. In this sense Schleeter is a realist.
Reality is the hydra-headed monster in art today no less than it
has been in the philosophies of the past. Objective reality of .
the photographic print, however, has never been important to
Schleeter. Instead, reality of order rather than reality of material
things has held for him considerable fasCination. Early paintings
such as Cristo, a water color done almost ten years ago, show
some interest in objective reality as subject matter. But this is
largely superficial. True, mountains lo.?k like mountains and
buildings are unmistakably like those of ilie Southwest. Even the
head of Christ is unquestionably "accurate." But optical reality'
is of infinitely less importance to this artist than the reality of
fusion of outward apPearance with an inner vision. Inner reality
is essentially mystical and reminiscent of the religious ecstasy and
fervor brought to this region by colonial Spaniards. In this painting the utter unconcern for the consequences of material events
is expressed in the deft handling of the understanding but uncondemning expression on the face of the crucified. Christ. Similar sentiments are carried over into the mountains and the general landscape. One has. the feeling that material values are
looked upon no less condescendingly by mountains, mesa, .and
buildings than by the wide open eyes of the Cristo.
A retrospective exhibition of Schleeter's painti~gs would bring
out certain salient facts. External environment has almost always
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been the source of inspiration. But this environment has undergone considerable contraction within the past few years. The eye
that once scanned the broad horizon across mesa and to the mountains in search of meaningful symbols expressing an inner unrest
is now turned inward. The circumference of the environment
has shrunk to thimble size. And it now appears to have undefinable depth. Feelings are satisfied by dealing directly With feelings
rather than with substitute materials gleaned from a superficial
material outlook. Where materials of external environment are
used their apparent meaning has been replaced by implied meaning. This is the true meaning intended in the pictorial expression. Pictures of houses, churches, trees, mesa and mountains
often appear. But the subject matter is not to be taken literally.
Cats and birds are commonly depicted. As are flies, bugs, beetles
and other insects. Biologists would find the identification of
genus extremely difficult. But an emotionally attuned spectator
would readily sense the depth of understanding and appreciation of feline personality in any of Schleeter's cat paintings.
Appreciation of an artist's works often begins with the reading
of the title. This orientates the spectator and partially prepares
him for the journey to come. Some titles only suggest ideas to be
looked for; others so literally describe the content of the painting
that they contribute very little to its pleasurable perusal. Because
the subject matter of a painting is obvious a' title is often unnecessary. Crucifixion, by Rubens, for instance, is precisely that.
On the other hand, The Vigilant Angel, by Klee, tells you practically nothing because neither Vigilance nor Angel are even remotely suggested by the painting. The Magic Circle, a painting
by Schleeter, might or might not express magic, althougp the circular form of the design is readily apparent. A literal title for the
same picture. like Bird Flying Over Barn at Night, might describe the painting but would not express the intended content.
That the first title is more appropriate even though less descriptive is demonstrated by the poetic content of the paint. Poetry
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envelopes it just as the glowing red and yellow aura envelopes the
turquoise bird. Conceived in the unconscious and born in the
imagination, this painting came into being through a climactic
expression of energized emotion seeking release. Appreciation of
it requires appreciation of the fad that birds as symbols of magic,
along with circles and other geometric shapes, have appeared in
the arts of many peoples for ages and are symbolically appropriat¢ in art today. We know, for instance, that the Dove of Peace is
no less prevalent in the mind of man today than it was in ancient
biblical history. And the desire for a life of harmonious relationship among men is insatiable. That this is the intended theme of
this painting neither I nor the painter knows. \Ve all know, however, that appreciation is the thing; the title only opens the door.
The Zoo is a painting of oil glazes done in rich, transparent yellows and reds with a generous sprinkling of greys. The large,
light, central square region containing the animals suggests the
confining enclosure commonly associated with this form of imprisonment. The dispirited attitude of the animals is reminiscent
of the look of the captured and the confi?ed. Resistance to re.straining authority becomes wasted energy. And with the loss of
freedom benevolent dictatorship bestows its blessing of "peace
and hannony" upon the subjected.
This interpretation is mine and does not necessarily reflect
that of the painter. The reader, in tum, might replace this ipterpretation with one more pertinently acceptable to himself. One
of the significant contributions contemporary painters have
made to modem painting is the acceptance of the spectato~'s license to interpret the artist's expression in his own personal"\vay.
This encourages considerable latitude in each individual's interpretation of the themes presented. Stich a practice does not
connote inadtlluacy on the part of the artist in using and identifying specific ideas and materials. It indicates, rather, a respect
for the individual insight and meaning that any object or spot
of color on a canvas is capable of provoking. Meaning is thus
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intensified, becoming simultaneously both specific and universal.
\Vhen asked whether particular symbols in his pa,intings repre·
sented particular ideas, Schleeter's answer was in the negative.
Structural foundations of Schleeter's paintings are largely those
of surface and color. Meticulousness is evident, as is a directness
of touch that comes only after years of disciplining in the handling of visual art materials and mediums. The sterility of effect
that often accompanies control and fastidiousness in the application of paint is completely absent, however. And one is amply
rewarded for any concentrated examination of the gem-like
surfaces.
Schleeter's paintings offer intriguing surprises of bewitching
effects. He is an experimenter in unorthodox methods of color
mediums. Experiments with crayon and dry pigment, gouache
and wax, oil and wax, painting with a gelatin brayer, and en·
_~9tustic painting, suggest the possibility of a variety of effects that
would tend to submerge the personal style of most painters in a
welter of technical contradiction. This is not the case here.
\Vhatever the chosen technique, the basic personal style identify·
ing Schleeter's works is indelibly stamped on the final result. In
any exhibition of paintings of artists of the Southwest, Schleeter's
style is unique. This is not the result of an eclectic fusion of borrowed styles and mannerisms, but rather of a slow .evolution resolving itself in what one can call the Schleeter style.
The achievement of form in most of Schleeter's paintings is
happily realized insofar as surface relationships are concerned.
Beneath the color and surface organization, attention to an even
more important factor in form realization-space, and the signifi.
cance of spatial tensions in the determination of powerful expression-is often lacking in his paintings. Such an omission is
not deliberate. It is to be found not in any lack of thf!Jfeeling of
need in the expression of form but in the lack of awareness of its
indispensable necessity. To anyone who realizes the lack of this
vital quality of visual expression in a painting the total effect is
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one of weakness and incompleteness. Second only to the emancipation of color from hidebound practices preserved by academies
now happily almost extinct, the liberation of space is an achievement of almost equal proportion. Freed of the restrictions imposed by the codification of rules of persPective, the true function of space in visual art is now recognized, and marks one of the
real advances of contemp?rary painting. Not all, nor even most,
painters are cognizant of the importance of this quality and its
contribution to the renaissance in painting today. In fact, it
might be said that in any comprehensive exhibition of contemporary American art only a handful of painters include space organization as a necessary element in form realization. In the
paintings of such artists as Max Weber, Karl Knaths, and Hans
Hofmann, space is the invisible cement that binds shapes of the
paintings into a plastic unity, which is form.
Creation of form in the art of visual expression comes with maturity and the realization of the function of form in painting. A
painter makes his statement through his painting. The statement
is coherent or incoherent depending uponfwhether form has been
realized and is consistent with the intended expression. The art
of Howard Schleeter is the art of form creation with intent to express a given mood. Ideas are not absent, but the intensity of emotion ofte~ inhibits the forming of specific ideas sufficiently darified to express an inner feeling. Creation of form· through surface
color and shape organization satisfies the desire for expression of
innerself when the mind. turns in upon itself and penetrates only
its uppermost straw. Depth of penetration requires sensitive and
expressive means of communication. Shape, color and space become the structural elements through which this deeper penetration of self becomes expressible. Space organization is not altogether absent in Schleeter's paintings. The a'bsolute necessity of
its need may not yet have become urgent. When it does and its
fusion into the masterly mea~s of expression so far developed
takes place, the art of Howard Schleeter will take on an enviable
importance, and should be found among the ranks of the best. "
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